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Selected articles from University of Nebraska Press journals

Migration

Economics and Labor


Globalization


Exile, Displacement, and Internment


Delugan, Robin Maria. “‘South of the Border’ at the NMAI.” *American Indian Quarterly* 30, no. 3 (2006): 558–73. https://muse.jhu.edu/article/202298


Refugees and Asylum


**Genocide**


**Religion**


**Gender and Women’s Rights**


**Diaspora Communities**


Schacht, Miriam. “‘Movement Must Be Emulated by the People’: Rootedness, Migration, and Indigenous Internationalism in Leslie Marmon Silko’s *Almanac of the Dead*.” *Studies in American Indian Literatures* 21, no. 4 (2009): 53–70. [https://muse.jhu.edu/article/373384](https://muse.jhu.edu/article/373384)


---

**Literature and Cultural Narrative**
